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What you do 
not wish for 

yourself, 
extend not to 

others. 
-Confucius 

 

In this course, students will continue to explore foundational communication 
skills in Chinese, both spoken and written forms.  In addition, students will become 
familiar with a broad range of aspects of the Chinese culture, and will explore essential 
cross-cultural communication skills.  We will use Integrated Chinese, Level 1 Part 1 
and Part 2 as our textbook, and will make extensive use of listening, reading, and other 
cultural materials on the internet through our Schoology website.  

 
I.  Required Materials: Bring to class EVERY DAY.  

Ø Schoology App on your electronic device (unless you have no device).  
Ø One set of 4 (or more) dry erase markers. 
Ø Composition book dedicated to Chinese, preferably with gridlines. 
Ø A section of a binder for holding and organizing handouts. 
Ø Paper and pencils.  

II. Recommended Materials 
Ø A personal set of headphones. 
Ø Dictionary app by TrainChinese  (Students will be provided with vouchers for free 

access to all the features of this app and other Chinese learning tools by the same 
developer.) 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.molatra.trainchinese&hl=en 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/trainchinese/id333830076 

 
Rules of the Road 
⼀. You must behave in a way that demonstrates respect for the people and equipment 
around you.  è No teasing other students, rocking back in (i.e., breaking) your chair, 
carving up the desks, etc.  
    
⼆. I look at our class as a contract in which I commit to doing everything I can to help you 
master the skills we are learning, and you commit to completing the tasks I prepare for you 
to help you learn.  If you have not completed your practice tasks, your part of the contract is 
unfulfilled, and you will not receive credit for the class until you complete them.  Please see 
“Grading Policy” on the reverse of this page for details.  
    
三. You may drink water, but not eat or drink anything else in the classroom except on 
special days.  èLeave the candy and soda and other snacks outside the room or I will 
throw them in the trash. 
    
四. Cellphones are to be silenced and stowed in the cellphone holder upon arrival in 
class. There will be occasions on which use of tools (Schoology, flashcards, dictionaries, 
etc.) on our cellphones and other devices is appropriate and students will be allowed to 
retrieve them; otherwise cellphone use is prohibited during class time.  
    
五.  You must arrive in a timely manner.  Tardy arrivals will generate detention slips in 
accordance with GHS tardy procedure.  
    
六．Students are expected to demonstrate the highest standards of academic honesty at all 
times.  Failure to uphold standards (cheating or plagiarism) will be dealt with in accordance 
with GHS policy as stated in the student handbook.  
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 

Language is a physical skill, and like any sport or other physical skill mastery requires 
regular practice.  I have structured this class to provide students with effective ways to 

practice both written and spoken forms of Chinese, and I strive to provide assessments that 
effectively measure student mastery of clearly articulated learning objectives.  Grades in 

PowerSchool represent student achievement in terms of language proficiency. 
 

Grading Policy 
Your grade will be based on the following categories: 

1.  Practice: 0%* Students will regularly be assigned practice tasks designed to help 
them develop the skills that are our learning objectives. Although practice is not weighted 
in the student’s grade, because it is essential to learning it must be completed consistently.  
Please note that missing assignments in this category will be marked “incomplete.”  
All assignments may be turned in late, but an assignment that remains incomplete will 
result in the student’s semester grade also reflecting an incomplete unless or until the 
student can demonstrate mastery of the skills targeted by the missing practice assignment.  
*Even at the end of the semester, the class grade will remain “incomplete” until the 
student has completed all practice assignments unless they are able to demonstrate 
sufficient mastery of the learning objectives. 
 
2. Performance Assessment: 80% This class is structured on the basis of 
carefully scaffolded skill development. During the course of each unit of study, students 
will complete “building block” assessments such as vocabulary quizzes and listening 
practices to help them understand whether they have adequately mastered each step.  As 
we complete each unit of study, students will complete an overall assessment that 
measures their level of proficiency in the thematic content and language functions we have 
learned. Assessments may be re-taken once a student has completed relevant practice 
assignments for a student to attain mastery, even after a particular unit of study is 
completed.  Retakes of a given unit must be completed before the end of the next unit.  
 
3. Final Exam:  20% The final exam for each semester will measure students’ 
proficiency in presentational, interpersonal, and interpretive modes of written and spoken 
Chinese.   
 
Students, we will do many activities and exercises in class to help you master the material 
we cover.  As such, attendance is an essential component of learning.  If you are absent, be 
sure to check Schoology & Powerschool to find out what you missed.  Finding out about 
and making up missed work is YOUR responsibility. You have 1 class per day missed 
after you return from an absence to turn in missed assignments before your grade becomes 
incomplete.  If it is not clear from the title of an assignment what you must do to make up 
for what you missed, I will include an explanation of how to make up the exercise which 
you can access by clicking on the assignment itself in Powerschool. I post “In Class 
Today” notices on Schoology for each class meeting; if you miss class please read it to 
find out (and catch up on) what you missed before the next class.   
 
I update grades on PowerSchool on a weekly basis, if not more frequently.  I encourage 
students and parents to check their progress regularly, and to be in touch with me via 
phone or email with any questions.   
 
Lolsen-dufour@cherrycreekschools.org                  (720) 886-6842 
 

 

 

To learn 
without 
thinking 
leads to 

ignorance, to 
think  

without 
learning is 
dangerous. 
-Confucius 

 


